
SHAPING YOUR 

NO-KILL COMMUNITY
Mountain West region



Introduction

• Speaker 1: Jennifer Steketee, DVM

• Title: Executive Director

• Facility: Santa Fe Animal Shelter

• Location: Santa Fe, New Mexico

• Population: 84,000 in city; 144,000 in county



About the Santa Fe Animal Shelter

• Type: Private, non-profit with city/county contracts

• Started in 1939

• Intake: approx. 5,000 animals per year

• Cats, dogs, rabbits, and all other small companion 

animals

• Open, managed admissions

• Current live release rate: 94%



Starting point

• Concrete block building with poor ventilation and limited 

space

• Less than 50% live release rate

• Substandard housing

• No outdoor play areas

• Minimal medical or behavioral intervention



So how did we do it? (disclaimers)

• Not gonna lie, it took $.

• Things happened slowly, not overnight.

• It’s still a struggle financially to make ends meet.

• Lots of people were involved.

• That said, you CAN do it too.  One step at a time.



Step 1: New facility

• More space to accommodate programs

• Capacity increase

• Some housing met standards of care (most didn’t)

• Better ability to clean for disease control

• Outdoor areas for exercise

• More aesthetically pleasing for visitors

• People want to support successful appearing shelters



Step 2: Spay/neuter

• To get ahead of the overpopulation problem, spay/neuter 

must be accessible to everyone.

• Provide a public clinic or partner with local vets. Must be 

frequent enough to make a difference.

• People who care about overpopulation will support 

spay/neuter.

• Grants available.

• Make it free or low-cost, make it easy, make it convenient.



Step 3: Add behavior & training

• Daily activity for adult dogs, including playgroup, starting 

from Day 1.  (no, it doesn’t spread disease!)

• Volunteers can help tremendously.

• Practice consistency, relieves stress.

• Develop additional ways to provide mental stimulation.

• Start addressing some behavioral issues (mild 

jumpy/mouthy, shy dogs).

• Mentally healthier animals = increase in live release rate.





Step 4: Foster program

• Save the neonates!  People love to help.

• Provide foster families with good training and support.

• Kittens/puppies 4 wks – 7 wks = easy.

• Kittens/puppies under 4 wks = harder.

• Medical fosters: free up kennel space 

• Behavioral fosters: learn more about the animal



Step 5: TNR

• Before starting a TNR program, we were euthanizing large 
numbers of undersocialized cats.

• Should a humane organization be participating in the rounding 
up and killing of cats?  Take a stance.

• Best Friends has great resources for starting a program.

• Proven to be the most effective solution.

• OK to keep social cats and young kittens for possible adoption.

• Check out what a difference it made in our total intake of cats:
2011 we took in 1966 cats from our community (strays, owner 
surrenders, feral cats brought to the shelter)

2013 we took in 1714

2017 we took in 853

• We now transfer IN cats for adoption.



Step 6: Cat portals!

• Read, love, and use the Guidelines for Standards of Care 

in Animal Shelters.

• A 2’ X 2’ stainless kennel does not meet the standards for 

cats.

• Need regular size litterbox, need separation of eating area 

and litterbox, need hiding place.

• The higher off the ground, the better.

• You can retrofit stainless kennels with portals.

Here’s how: https://youtu.be/bKumTcZA00o

• Result: drastic reduction in URI, decreased length of stay 

for cats, resulting in decrease # of cats in shelter.

https://youtu.be/bKumTcZA00o


How many cats are in the shelter?

10 cats come in each day, average 
length of stay is 21 days

10 cats come in each day, average 
length of stay 14 days

140







Step 7: Stop believing people!

• I’ve tried everything.

• He has separation anxiety.

• He refuses to use a litterbox.

• She is aggressive towards other dogs.

• He is an escape artist.

• She bites me all the time.
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Step 8: Remove obstacles to adoption

• They don’t work anyway!  Science says so.

• Animals adopted through free events not valued less in home.

• Animals adopted through free events had seen a vet post-adoption 

just as likely as animals adopted for a fee.

• Animals adopted through free events just as likely (even more 

likely?!) to be retained in their home 6-12 months later.

• Home visits are a waste of time.

• Besides, who are we to judge who deserves a pet?

• Our adoption return rate decreased when we switched to 

conversation based adoption with few “rules”.

• Animals adopted at our mobile adoption events no more 

likely to be returned than those done at the shelter.



Step 9: Transfers

• At first, we mainly transferred out, mostly out of state.

• As we have controlled our local population, we have 

become able to mainly transfer in.

Year
Intake from 

community

Incoming transfer 

intake

2006 5040 259

2010 5446 127

2013 3917 867

2017 4011 1052



Step 10: Start treating the hard stuff

• Medical:

• Orthopedics (and not just amputations)

• Parvo (can even start with just SQ treatment)

• Ringworm

• Heartworm

• Behavioral:

• Resource guarding

• Unskilled dog/dog behavior

• Undersocialized dogs





What don’t we treat?

• The 6% that we do end up euthanizing are:

• Court ordered euthanasia

• Deemed by Animal Services as Dangerous (actual citation)

• Severe health concerns that cannot be managed

• Dogs showing severe or repeated aggression toward other dogs or 

people

• Sometimes severe separation anxiety

• Dogs deteriorating mentally or physically in our care that we cannot 

find any other placement for

• Almost never cats as we have TNR and Barn Cat programs for 

those not suitable for adoption



Step 11: Be good & decent

• Don’t put down other rescues and shelters, as it only brings us 
all down.  We are all after the same mission.

• Do good work, be honest, people will support you.

• Be transparent.  It isn’t a competition.

• Realize people who care about animals are not always experts.  
They may just need some education.

• Share your knowledge freely.

• Use resources available (you don’t have to invent the wheel):
• Best Friends

• Maddies

• HSUS

• Assoc. of Shelter Vets

• Keep progressing and changing.  








